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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a transfer mask for exposure, which is used in an exposure process by means
of a charged particle beam such as an electron beam, and to a pattern exchanging method of the transfer mask for
exposure.

Background Art

[0002] In manufacturing semiconductor devices, lithography technique is used for a pattern formation. Conventionally,
reduction projecting lithography technique wherein a mask is used is mainly used as the lithography technique. The
reduction projecting lithography technique can achieve high throughput. However, the reduction projecting lithography
technique needs an expensive mask set, which may be several decade million yen to one hundred million yen. In the
present semiconductor industry, general LSI has been changed to system LSI, which is manufactured mainly through
small-amount but many-kinds production. Thus, it is difficult to regain the high mask cost. In addition, mask manufacturing
time is as long as one month, which is fatal in the system LSI that requires short TAT (turn-around time).
[0003] As a new-era lithography technique that solves the above problem, electron-beam direct writing technique has
been paid attention to. According to the electron-beam direct writing technique, it is unnecessary to use an expensive
mask, differently from the conventional reduction projecting lithography technique, but it is possible to form a minute
pattern of 0.15 Pm or smaller. That is, the above problem caused by the mask can be solved. However, the electron-
beam direct writing technique has a defect of low throughput.
[0004] A character-projection (CP) type of technique has been proposed as a technique of improving the throughput
in the electron-beam lithography technique. In that technique, a transfer mask for exposure, which is called a CP aperture
mask and has a lot of various-character-patterned cells, is formed, and a semiconductor wafer is exposed to an electron
beam selectively through a specific character pattern of the CP aperture mask. Thus, a pattern can be exposed at the
one-time exposure step, although the pattern needs a lot of beam shots by the conventional variable shape writing
manner or the like. Thus, the writing speed can be remarkably increased. That is, the throughput can be remarkably
enhanced.
[0005] However, in the character-projection type of technique, various character patterns have to be formed in the CP
aperture mask in advance. Thus, if a user wants to change a pattern to another, or if a part of the cells has a defect or
the like, the whole CP aperture mask has to be manufactured from the beginning. This is a problem in view of cost and
delivery time of the CP aperture mask.
[0006] US 6,171,736 B 1 discloses a transfer mask for exposure including a mask portion having a plurality of cells,
in which openings of a predetermined pattern is formed. The mask portion further has one or more blocks, each of which
contains one or more cells and a retention member forming a supporting part supporting one or more blocks. The
retention member comprises a lower part having a beam part that protrudes under the corresponding block. The block
rests on the beam part and is fixed to the beam part via a pressure plate which is fixed to the lower part of the retention
member via screws. Also, the retention member comprises stopper parts extending upwardly from the beam parts which
serve to position the corresponding block.
[0007] US 6,214,498 B I discloses a lithography mask having a double structure comprised of an upper mask that
absorbs and releases most of electron energy and a lower mask that defines patterns with electron or ion beams. The
lower mask has a support which is attached to a holder by either a metal layer of Zn, Sn or the like or by silver glue.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] This invention is developed by focusing the aforementioned problems. The object of the present invention is
to provide a pattern exchanging method of the transfer mask for exposure, which can cope with a case wherein a user
wants to change a pattern or another case wherein a part of cells has a defect, in the character-projection type of
technique. This problem is solved by a pattern exchanging method according to claim 1. Also, the invention provides a
method for manufacturing a transfer mask according to claim 2. Preferable embodiments are defined in the dependent
claims.
[0009] Described herein is a transfer mask for exposure comprising a mask portion having a plurality of cells, each of
which an opening of a predetermined pattern is formed in, wherein when one side of the plurality of cells is exposed to
a charged particle beam, each of the plurality of cells is adapted to make the charged particle beam pass through itself
to the other side thereof based on the pattern of the opening formed in the cell, so that when a substrate to be processed
is arranged on the other side of the cell, the pattern of the opening formed in the cell is transferred to the substrate to
be processed and an exposure pattern is formed on the substrate to be processed, and wherein a part of or all the
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plurality of cells can be exchanged at the mask portion.
[0010] According to the above feature, since the part of or all the plurality of cells, each of which an opening of a
predetermined pattern is formed in, can be exchanged, if a user wants to change a pattern to another or if a pattern has
a defect or the like, a cell including the pattern can be exchanged. Thus, even if a user wants to change a pattern to
another or even if a pattern has a defect or the like, it is unnecessary to manufacture a new transfer mask for exposure
from the beginning. Therefore, a problem of cost and delivery time of the new transfer mask for exposure doesn’t arise.
[0011] Preferably, the mask portion has one or more blocks, each of which contains one or more cells, and the plurality
of cells can be exchanged by every block. In the case, the number of cells to be exchanged at a time can be freely set.
[0012] In addition, preferably, the blocks are arranged in such a manner that a circle (tangent circle) surrounding all
the blocks has a minimum diameter. In the case, deflection of the charged particle beam can be reduced as much as
possible.
[0013] For example, each of the blocks contains a plurality of rectangular cells that are arranged in a square shape.
[0014] Preferably, the mask portion mainly consists of silicon.
[0015] Further described is a transfer mask for exposure comprising a mask portion having a plurality of cells, each
of which an opening of a predetermined pattern is formed in; wherein the mask portion has one or more blocks, each
of which contains one or more cells, the mask portion has one or more supporting parts that support the one or more
blocks, the mask portion has one or more adhesive members that adhesively connect the one or more blocks and the
one or more supporting parts and are capable of being removed at any time, and the one or more blocks can be exchanged
to new blocks by removing the corresponding one or more adhesive members.
[0016] According to the above feature, since the one or more blocks can be exchanged to new blocks by removing
the corresponding one or more adhesive members, if a user wants to change a pattern to another or if a pattern has a
defect or the like, a block including the pattern can be exchanged. Thus, even if a user wants to change a pattern to
another or even if a pattern has a defect or the like, it is unnecessary to manufacture a new transfer mask for exposure
from the beginning. Therefore, a problem of cost and delivery time of the new transfer mask for exposure doesn’t arise.
[0017] In addition, an operation of exchanging the block can be easily carried out because the block can be removed
by only removing the adhesive member.
[0018] As defined in claim 1, each of the supporting parts contains a stopper part that positions the corresponding
block via the adhesive member and a beam part that supports the stopper part and that protrudes under the corresponding
block.
[0019] In the case, after a previous block is removed, a new block can be placed on the beam part. In addition, the
new block can be positioned by the stopper part, so that the new block can be mounted easily.
[0020] Preferably, each of the supporting parts is arranged to surround the corresponding block, and one or more
adhesive members are arranged at the whole circumference of the block or at a plurality of positions around the block.
[0021] As is further defined in claim 1, the blocks are arranged in such a manner that a circle surrounding all the blocks
has a minimum diameter. In the case, deflection of the charged particle beam can be reduced as much as possible.
[0022] For example, each of the blocks contains a plurality of rectangular cells that are arranged in a square shape.
[0023] Preferably, the blocks and the supporting parts mainly consist of silicon, and the adhesive members consist of
a material including carbon.
[0024] According to the above method of claim 1, a pattern exchanging operation of a transfer mask for exposure can
be carried out practically and easily.
[0025] The adhesive member can be removed by an ashing process, for example.
[0026] Further described herein is an exposure system comprising: a charged particle beam gun that irradiates a
charged particle beam; a shaping aperture mask in which a rectangular aperture has been formed; and a transfer mask
for exposure including a mask portion having a plurality of cells, each of which an opening of a predetermined pattern
is formed in; wherein when one side of the plurality of cells is exposed to a charged particle beam irradiated from the
charged particle beam gun through the shaping aperture mask, each of the plurality of cells is adapted to make the
charged particle beam pass through itself to the other side thereof based on the pattern of the opening formed in the
cell, so that when a substrate to be processed is arranged on the other side of the cell, the pattern of the opening formed
in the cell is transferred to the substrate to be processed and an exposure pattern is formed on the substrate to be
processed, and wherein a part of or all the plurality of cells can be exchanged at the mask portion.
[0027] Further described herein is an exposure method using an exposure system, the exposure system including a
charged particle beam gun that irradiates a charged particle beam; a shaping aperture mask in which a rectangular
aperture has been formed; and a transfer mask for exposure including a mask portion having a plurality of cells, each
of which an opening of a predetermined pattern is formed in; wherein when one side of the plurality of cells is exposed
to a charged particle beam irradiated from the charged particle beam gun through the shaping aperture mask, each of
the plurality of cells is adapted to make the charged particle beam pass through itself to the other side thereof based on
the pattern of the opening formed in the cell, so that when a substrate to be processed is arranged on the other side of
the cell, the pattern of the opening formed in the cell is transferred to the substrate to be processed and an exposure
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pattern is formed on the substrate to be processed, and wherein a part of or all the plurality of cells can be exchanged
at the mask portion, the method comprising: a step of causing the charged particle beam gun to irradiate the charged
particle beam through the shaping aperture mask; and a step of exposing the one side of the plurality of cells to the
charged particle beam that has been passed through the shaping aperture mask and making the charged particle beam
pass through the cells to the other side of the cells, in order to transfer the pattern of the opening formed in the cell to
the substrate to be processed, to form the exposure pattern on the substrate to be processed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0028]

Fig. 1 is a schematic view showing a character-projection (CP) type of electron-beam exposure system that uses
a transfer mask for exposure according to an embodiment;
Fig. 2 is a plan view showing a CP aperture mask according to a second embodiment; ;
Fig. 3 is a sectional view showing the CP aperture mask according to the second embodiment;
Fig. 4 is a view showing a state of the CP aperture mask according to the second embodiment wherein a block and
a stopper part are adhesively connected by adhesive members at a plurality of positions;
Fig. 5 is sectional views showing a surface processing step of the CP aperture mask according to the second
embodiment;
Fig. 6 is sectional views showing a reverse-surface processing step of the CP aperture mask according to the second
embodiment;
Fig. 7 is sectional views explaining block-exchanging operations of the CP aperture mask according to the second
embodiment;
Fig. 8 is a sectional view showing an example of dimensions of a block fixing part that makes it possible to exchange
a block in order to exchange a pattern;
Fig. 9 is a sectional view showing another example of dimensions of a block fixing part that makes it possible to
exchange a block in order to exchange a pattern;
Fig. 10 is a plan view showing an example of dimensions of a block and a block fixing part wherein one cell is
mounted on the block;
Fig. 11 is a plan view showing an arrangement of blocks wherein one cell is mounted on each block and wherein a
circle surrounding the blocks and the block fixing parts has a minimum diameter;
Fig. 12 is a plan view showing an example of dimensions of a block and a block fixing part wherein four cells are
mounted on the block;
Fig. 13 is a plan view showing an arrangement of blocks wherein four cells are mounted on each block and wherein
a circle surrounding the blocks and the block fixing parts has a minimum diameter;
Fig. 14 is a plan view showing an example of dimensions of a block and a block fixing part wherein sixteen cells are
mounted on the block;
Fig. 15 is a plan view showing an arrangement of blocks wherein sixteen cells are mounted on each block and
wherein a circle surrounding the blocks and the block fixing parts has a minimum diameter;
Fig. 16 is a plan view showing an example of dimensions of a block and a block fixing part wherein twenty-five cells
are mounted on the block;
Fig. 17 is a plan view showing an arrangement of blocks wherein twenty-five cells are mounted on each block and
wherein a circle surrounding the blocks and the block fixing parts has a minimum diameter;
Fig. 18 is a plan view showing an example of dimensions of a block and a block fixing part wherein one hundred
cells are mounted on the block;
Fig. 19 is a plan view showing an arrangement of blocks wherein one hundred cells are mounted on each block and
wherein a circle surrounding the blocks and the block fixing parts has a minimum diameter;
Fig. 20 is a plan view showing an example of dimensions of a block and a block fixing part wherein four hundred
cells are mounted on the block; and
Fig. 21 is a plan view showing an example wherein blocks are arranged in a circle shape.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

[0029] Hereinafter, embodiments of the present invention are explained with reference to the attached drawings.
[0030] Fig. 1 is a schematic view showing a character-projection (CP) type of electron-beam exposure system that
uses a transfer mask for exposure according to an embodiment of the present invention.
[0031] As shown in Fig. 1, a shaping aperture mask 2 having a rectangular aperture 3 is arranged under an electron
beam gun 1 that irradiates an electron beam. A CP aperture mask 4 having many cells 5, each of which a character
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pattern is formed in, is arranged under the shaping aperture mask 2. The CP aperture mask 4 is a transfer mask for
exposure of the present embodiment. The character patterns of the respective cells 5 are widely various. A semiconductor
wafer 6 to be exposed in a pattern is arranged on a stage (not shown) under the CP aperture mask 4.
[0032] In the CP type of electron-beam exposure system as shown in Fig. 1, the electron beam EB irradiated from
the electron beam gun 1 passes through the rectangular aperture 3 of the shaping aperture mask 2 to become a shaping
beam SB. The shaping beam SB is selectively irradiated to a predetermined cell 5 of the CP aperture mask 4 having a
predetermined character pattern, so that the shaping beam SB passes through the CP aperture mask 4 to become a
beam pattern BP. The beam pattern BP is projected at a reduction onto the semiconductor wafer 6 as a pattern 7.
[0033] When the above CP type of electron-beam exposure system is used, one character pattern can be exposed
at one-time irradiating (exposing) step. Thus, compared with the conventional variable shape writing type that needs a
lot of beam shots, writing speed can be remarkably increased.
[0034] Next, a CP aperture mask according to a second embodiment of the present invention, which is applicable to
the above CP type of electron-beam exposure system, is explained. Fig. 2 is a plan view showing the CP aperture mask
of the second embodiment, and Fig. 3 is a sectional view thereof.
[0035] The CP aperture mask 10 of the embodiment has: a mask part 11 in which four hundred cells 12 are formed;
and a guide part 13 supporting the mask part 11 and functioning as a guide of a holder. Different character patterns are
formed in the respective cells.
[0036] The mask part 11 is divided into four blocks 14 and exchangeable by every block 14. Each block 14 has one
hundred cells 12 that are arranged in a square shape. A stopper part 15 that positions the blocks 14 is provided around
the blocks 14. The stopper part 15 and the respective blocks 14 are adhesively connected by means of adhesive members
16, which include carbon. As shown in Fig. 3, the stopper part 15 is supported by beam parts 17 via connecting parts
19 consisting of SiO2. Thus, the stopper part 15 and the beam parts 17 function as a supporting part for the blocks 14.
Herein, the adhesive members 16 are provided at the whole circumferences of the respective blocks 14, as shown in
Fig. 2. However, as shown in Fig. 4, the adhesive members 16 may be provided only at a plurality of positions around
the respective blocks 14.
[0037] Each block 14 consists of a film 21 made of silicon. One hundred character patterns 22 are formed in the one
hundred cells 12, respectively. The stopper part 15 and the beam parts 17 are also made of silicon.
[0038] The above mask part 11 may be formed from a silicon wafer by an etching process and a machining process,
as explained after.
[0039] The shaping beam SB formed by the rectangular aperture of the shaping aperture mask is selectively irradiated
to a predetermined cell 12 of the CP aperture mask 10, so that a beam pattern is generated based on a character pattern
of the cell 12. The beam pattern is projected at a reduction onto the semiconductor wafer.
[0040] The number of cells provided in one CP aperture mask 10 is not limited to four hundred. In addition, as described
after, the number of cells included in one block is not limited to one hundred.
[0041] Next, a manufacturing method of the CP aperture mask 10 is explained. Figs. 5(a) to 5(f) are sectional views
explaining a surface processing step in the manufacturing step of the CP aperture mask 10. Figs. 6(a) to 6(e) are sectional
views explaining a reverse-surface processing step in the manufacturing step of the CP aperture mask 10.
[0042] At first, with reference to Figs. 5(a) to 5(f), the surface processing step is explained.
[0043] At first, an SOI wafer 31 is prepared. As shown in Fig. 5(a), the SOI wafer 31 has a SiO2 film 32 in the vicinity
of a surface thereof. A surface Si part 31a and a main Si part 31b are separated by the SiO2 film 32. The total thickness
of the SOI wafer 31 is about 725 Pm, which is satisfactory. The thickness of the surface Si part 31a has to be a thickness
capable of completely interrupt the electron beam, and may be 2 Pm or thicker when an electron beam of about 5 eV
is used. The thickness of the SiO2 film 32 may be satisfactorily in the order of submicron, which is practically used at
the present.
[0044] Then, as shown in Fig. 5(b), a TEOS film 33 is formed on an upper surface of the surface Si part 31a. A
photoresist film 34 is formed on the TEOS film 33. Then, a predetermined pattern is formed in the photoresist film 34 by
a photolithography process.
[0045] Then, as shown in Fig. 5(c), the photoresist film 34 is used as a mask, and the TEOS film 33 is treated by a
dry etching process. Then, as shown in Fig. 5(d), the photoresist film 34 is removed by an ashing process.
[0046] Herein, as a patterning step, electron beam writing technique may be used as well. In the case, resist for
electron beam is applied onto the TEOS film 33, and then a pattern is formed by electron beam writing. Then, the resist
for electron beam is used as a mask, and the TEOS film 33 is treated by an etching process. Then, the resist for electron
beam is removed by an oxygen plasma ashing process.
[0047] After that, as shown in Fig. 5(e), the TEOS film 33 is used as a mask while the surface Si part 31a is etched.
Thus, a pattern 22 corresponding to Fig. 3 is formed. At that time, the SiO2 film 32 functions as a stopper layer.
[0048] After the pattern is formed, as shown in Fig. 5(f), the TEOS film 33 is treated by an ashing process, and a
pattern-protecting film 35 is formed.
[0049] Next, with reference to Figs. 6(a) to 6(e), the reverse-surface processing step is explained.
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[0050] As shown in Fig. 6(a), the wafer that has been treated by the surface process step is arranged upside down.
Then, as shown in Fig. 6(b), a deep hole 37 is formed at a portion of the main Si part 31b, at which a beam part is not
to be formed, by a machining process such as a drilling process or a blasting process. It is preferable that the deep hole
has a depth of 500 Pm or more, more preferably 600 Pm or more. Then, as shown in Fig. 6(c), the portion of the main
Si part 31b, at which a beam part is not to be formed, is completely removed by a dry etching process. Thus, beam parts
17 are formed.
[0051] After that, as shown in Fig. 6(d), the pattern-protecting film 35 is removed, and connecting portions of the block
14, which are to be separated from the block 14, are fixed by adhesive members 16. After that, as shown in Fig. 6(e),
the SiO2 film 32 is removed by a wet etching process while the connecting portions 19 are left. Thus, the CP aperture
mask 10 having the exchangeable blocks 14 is formed in a state shown in Fig. 3.
[0052] Thus, when a mask pattern is formed on a surface by a dry etching process and the reverse surface is processed
by a machining process and a (dry or wet) etching process, the CP aperture mask can be manufactured rapidly.
[0053] Next, a pattern exchanging method of the CP aperture mask 10 is explained with reference to Figs. 7(a) to 7(d).
[0054] In the present embodiment, the one hundred cells 12 having the respective different character patterns form
the one exchangeable block 14. Thus, a specified pattern can be exchanged by exchanging the block 14.
[0055] At first, in the CP aperture mask 10 as shown in Fig. 3, as shown in Fig. 7(a), the adhesive members 16 of the
block 14 to be exchanged are removed by an ashing process or the like. Thus, the block 14 is separated, and falls onto
the beam parts 17.
[0056] Then, as shown in Fig. 7(b), the separated block 14 is removed. Then, as shown in Fig. 7(c), a new block 14’
having a desired pattern is placed on the beam parts 17 while the new block 14’ is positioned by the stopper part 15. In
the case, the new block 14’ may be prepared in advance in accordance with the same manufacturing method as the
above method described for the embodiment.
[0057] After that, as shown in Fig. 7(d), the new block 14’ placed on the beam parts 17 and the stopper part 15 are
adhesively connected by means of adhesive members. In the case, an arrangement height of the new block 14’ is lower
than that of the original block 14 by a thickness of the connecting parts 19. However, since the thickness of the connecting
parts 19 is usually in the order of submicron, the above difference of the arrangement height between the blocks has
no effect on the exposure.
[0058] As described above, the adhesive members 16 connecting the block 14 having a pattern to be exchanged are
removed by the ashing process, the block 14 is taken out, the new block 14’ is placed at a position on the beam parts
17 substantially corresponding to the removed block 14 while the new block 14’ is positioned by the stopper part 15,
and then the new block 14’ and the stopper part 15 are adhesively connected by means of the adhesive members 16,
so that the block 14 is exchanged in a very practical method. That is, the pattern exchanging operation can be carried
out easily.
[0059] Next, an example of dimensions of a block fixing part that makes it possible to exchange a block for exchanging
a pattern in the above manner is explained.
[0060] In order to achieve the above exchanging operation of the block, the stopper part and a or more margin parts
for being adhesively connected to the block have to be added, which are unnecessary for the conventional CP aperture
mask. It is important to determine dimensions of the block fixing part in view of making the added parts as small as
possible and taking into consideration errors in the block exchanging operation.
[0061] At first, a case wherein the block 14 and the stopper part 15 are adhesively connected at a plurality of positions
is explained with reference to Fig. 8.
[0062] The thickness of a film (membrane) 21 that forms the block 14 is a thickness capable of interrupting the electron
beam. When an electron beam of about 5 eV is used, a thickness of about 2 Pm is enough. The thickness of the
connecting parts 19 are satisfactorily in the order of submicron, and may be 0.2 Pm taking into consideration the actual
SOI wafers.
[0063] In addition, a : b = 1 : 2 is satisfied taking into consideration a margin when a new block is maximally dislocated
in a block exchanging operation, wherein a is a distance between the stopper part 15 and the block 14 and b is a width
of an overlapped portion of the beam 17 and the block 14. In the surface processing step, when the surface Si part is
treated by a dry etching process while the TEOS film 33 is used as a mask, an undercut phenomenon (wherein an
etched portion rounds under the TEOS film) may be caused at a side wall of the surface Si part. An amount of the
rounding portion (an undercut amount) is about 10 % (5 % on one side) of the thickness of the surface Si part. In the
case, since the thickness of the film 21 (surface Si part) is 2 Pm, the undercut amount is about 0.2 Pm. If the undercut
amount is 2 to 5 % of the distance a, the distance a can absorb deviation of the undercut amount. Thus, when the
undercut amount is 0.2 Pm, a = 4 to 10 Pm may be obtained. Taking that into consideration, a = 5 Pm is set. At that
time, b = 10 Pm.
[0064] In addition, when the block 14 and the stopper 15 are adhesively connected at a plurality of positions, as shown
in Fig. 6(e), the SiO2 film 32 is wet etched to form the connecting parts 19. At that time, the etchant rounds under the
stopper part 15. Thus, a half (5 Pm) of the SiO2 film 32 at the b portion (10 Pm) is etched by the rounding etchant. A
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width of the stopper part 15 is 50 Pm when the width of the stopper part 15 : a width of the remaining SiO2 film 32 (a
width of the connecting part 19) = 5 : 4, to ensure strength of the stopper part 15.
[0065] Next, a case wherein the block 14 and the stopper part 15 are adhesively connected at the whole circumference
is explained with reference to Fig. 9.
[0066] In the case, the thickness of the membrane 21, the thickness of the connecting parts 19, the width of a, and
the width of b are the same as those in Fig. 8. However, in the case, when the SiO2 film 32 is wet etched to form the
connecting parts 19, the etchant doesn’t round under the stopper part 15. Thus, the width of the stopper 15 is different.
That is, in the case, the width of the stopper 15 may be determined in such a manner that the undercut 0.2 Pm of the
membrane 21 corresponds to several % of the width of the stopper 15. If the undercut 0.2 Pm of the membrane 21
corresponds to 2 % of the width of the stopper 15, the width of the stopper 15 is 10 Pm. When the etching rate of the
wet etching process is about 0.1 Pm/min, the width of the connecting part 19 can be controlled to be 8 Pm or above.
Thus, the strength of the stopper part can be maintained enough.
[0067] Next, an arrangement of the blocks 14 and dimensions thereof, in which the number of cells 12 formed in one
block 14 is changed, is explained.
[0068] In the CP aperture mask, deflection of the electron beam has to be reduced as much as possible. For that
purpose, it is preferable that the blocks 14 are arranged in such a manner that a circle (tangent circle) surrounding
outermost blocks 14 in the mask portion 11 has a minimum diameter. Furthermore, it is preferable that the cells 12 are
arranged in such a manner that the block 14 has a square shape, in view of facility in manufacturing a spare block and
high density of arrangement of the cells 12 in the CP aperture mask.
[0069] Herein, taking into consideration the above point, a case is explained wherein four hundred square cells 12
are arranged in one CP aperture mask in such a manner that each block 14 has a square shape. In the following
embodiments, the number of cells 12 arranged in each block 14 is 1, 4, 16, 25, 100 and 400. Each cell 12 has a square
shape whose side is of 20 Pm. The electron beam is 20 Pm + α (square beam having a side of 20 Pm + α), and hence
a gap between adjacent cells in a block 14 is 5 Pm.
[0070] At first, regarding a case wherein one block 14 includes one cell 12, an example of dimensions of a block 14
and a block fixing part (a side wall surface of the stopper part 15) is shown in Fig. 10. Herein, the adhesive members
16 are provided at a plurality of positions around the block 14. As shown in Fig. 10, in the case, the block 14 and the
stopper part 15 form a square having a side of 110 Pm. If they are arranged in a square shape, since the number of
cells 12 is 400, all the blocks 14 and the block fixing parts form a square having a side of 2120 Pm. At that time, the
diameter of a circle surrounding all the blocks 14 and the block fixing parts is 2998.1 Pm. If the squares, each of which
consists of the block 14 and the stopper part 15, are arranged in a polygon-like shape as shown in Fig. 11, the diameter
of a tangent circle surrounding all the blocks 14 and the block fixing parts is 2536.2 Pm. That is, in the case, if they are
arranged in a polygon-like shape, the diameter of a tangent circle surrounding all the blocks 14 and the block fixing parts
in the mask portion 11 is minimal.
[0071] Next, regarding a case wherein one block 14 includes four cells 12, an example of dimensions of a block 14
and a block fixing part is shown in Fig. 12. Herein as well, the adhesive members 16 are provided at a plurality of positions
around the block 14. As shown in Fig. 12, in the case, the block 14 and the stopper part 15 form a square having a side
of 135 Pm. If they are arranged in a square shape, since the number of cells 12 is 400, all the blocks 14 and the block
fixing parts form a square having a side of 1270 Pm. At that time, the diameter of a circle surrounding all the blocks 14
and the block fixing parts is 1796.1 Pm. If the squares, each of which consists of the block 14 and the stopper part 15,
are arranged in a polygon-like shape as shown in Fig. 13, the diameter of a tangent circle surrounding all the blocks 14
and the block fixing parts is 1573.9 Pm. That is, in the case too, if they are arranged in a polygon-like shape, the diameter
of a tangent circle surrounding all the blocks 14 and the block fixing parts in the mask portion 11 is minimal. In Fig. 12,
the adhesive members are omitted.
[0072] Next, regarding a case wherein one block 14 includes sixteen cells 12, an example of dimensions of a block
14 and a block fixing part is shown in Fig. 14. Herein as well, the adhesive members 16 are provided at a plurality of
positions around the block 14. As shown in Fig. 14, in the case, the block 14 and the stopper part 15 form a square
having a side of 185 Pm. If they are arranged in a square shape, since the number of cells 12 is 400, all the blocks 14
and the block fixing parts form a square having a side of 845 Pm. At that time, the diameter of a circle surrounding all
the blocks 14 and the block fixing parts is 1195 Pm. If the squares, each of which consists of the block 14 and the stopper
part 15, are arranged in a polygon-like shape as shown by a dotted line in Fig. 15, the diameter of a tangent circle
surrounding all the blocks 14 and the block fixing parts is 1219.5 Pm. That is, in the case, if they are arranged in a square
shape, the diameter of a tangent circle surrounding all the blocks 14 and the block fixing parts in the mask portion 11 is
minimal. In Fig. 14, the adhesive members are omitted.
[0073] Next, regarding a case wherein one block 14 includes twenty-five cells 12, an example of dimensions of a block
14 and a block fixing part is shown in Fig. 16. Herein as well, the adhesive members 16 are provided at a plurality of
positions around the block 14. As shown in Fig. 16, in the case, the block 14 and the stopper part 15 form a square
having a side of 210 Pm. If they are arranged in a square shape, since the number of cells 12 is 400, all the blocks 14
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and the block fixing parts form a square having a side of 760 Pm. At that time, the diameter of a circle surrounding all
the blocks 14 and the block fixing parts is 1074.8 Pm. If the squares, each of which consists of the block 14 and the
stopper part 15, are arranged in a polygon-like shape as shown by a dotted line in Fig. 17, the diameter of a tangent
circle surrounding all the blocks 14 and the block fixing parts is 1187.1 Pm. That is, in the case too, if they are arranged
in a square shape, the diameter of a tangent circle surrounding all the blocks 14 and the block fixing parts in the mask
portion 11 is minimal. In Fig. 16, the adhesive members are omitted.
[0074] Next, regarding a case wherein one block 14 includes one hundred cells 12, an example of dimensions of a
block 14 and a block fixing part is shown in Fig. 18. Herein as well, the adhesive members 16 are provided at a plurality
of positions around the block 14. As shown in Fig. 18, in the case, the block 14 and the stopper part 15 form a square
having a side of 335 Pm. If they are arranged in a square shape, since the number of cells 12 is 400 and the number of
blocks 14 is four, all the blocks 14 and the block fixing parts form a square having a side of 590 pm. At that time, the
diameter of a circle surrounding all the blocks 14 and the block fixing parts is 834.4 Pm. In the case, it is clear that when
they are arranged in a square shape as described above, the diameter of a tangent circle surrounding all the blocks 14
and the block fixing parts in the mask portion 11 is minimal. In Fig. 18, the adhesive members are omitted.
[0075] Next, regarding a case wherein one block 14 includes four hundred cells 12, an example of dimensions of a
block 14 and a block fixing part is shown in Fig. 20. Herein as well, the adhesive members 16 are provided at a plurality
of positions around the block 14. As shown in Fig. 20, in the case, the block 14 and the stopper part 15 form a square
having a side of 505 Pm. At that time, the diameter of a circle surrounding all the blocks 14 and the block fixing parts is
714.2 Pm. In Fig. 20, the adhesive members are omitted.
[0076] The above results are shown together in the following Table 1.

[0077] As shown in Table 1, as the number of cells included in one block is increased, the diameter of a minimal
tangent circle is decreased, that is, a deflection difference of the electron beam is decreased. In addition, handling
characteristics are also improved. In view of those points, 25, 100 or 400 cells / block are preferable. Taking into
consideration practical handling characteristics, 100 or 400 cells / block are preferable. However, as the number of cells
included in one block is increased, the number of cells exchanged at one time is also increased. That is, more cells
unnecessary to be exchanged may be exchanged. Then, the merits of exchange by each block may be reduced. In view
of that point, 400 cells / block is inferior in the merits of exchange by each block. Thus, taking into consideration all the
above aspects, 100 cells / block is most preferable.
[0078] In the above examples, the block 14 is formed by arranging the square cells 12 in a square shape. However,
rectangular cells other than square cells may be arranged in a substantially square shape. In addition, the shape of each
cell is not limited to the rectangular shape, but may be any shape. It is unnecessary that the number of cells in each
block is common. In addition, the cell arrangement in one block is not limited to in the square shape. For example, the
same number of cells 12 is respectively arranged in a vertical direction and in a horizontal direction, in one block 14, in
the above embodiments. However, the number of cells 12 may be different between in a vertical direction and in a
horizontal direction.
[0079] In addition, if the mask portion 11 is circle, a distance from the center thereof to an outer circumference thereof
is always constant. Thus, the deflection distance of the electron beam is thought to become the least. Thus, as shown
in Fig. 21, it may be thought that the mask portion 11 is formed in a substantially circle shape, a circle block 14a is
arranged at a center of the mask portion 11 and nine sectoral blocks 14b are arranged around the circle block 14a.
[0080] The present invention is not limited to the above embodiments, but may be variously modified. For example,

<Table 1>

SIDE OF SQUARE 
ARRANGE MENT

(Pm)

TANGENT CIRCLE 
DIAMETER OF 

SQUARE 
ARRANGEMENT

(Pm)

TANGENT CIRCLE 
DIAMETER OF 

POLYGON-LIKE 
ARRANGEMENT

(Pm)

MINIMAL TANGENT 
CIRCLE DIAMETER

(Pm)

1CELL/BLOCK 2120 2998 2536 2536

4CELL/BLOCK 1270 1796 1574 1574

16CELL/BLOCK 845 1195 1220 1195

25CELL/BLOCK 760 1075 1187 1075

100CELL/BLOCK 590 834 - 834

400CELL/BLOCK 505 714 - 714
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in the above embodiments, the mask portion is made from a SOI wafer. However, this invention is not limited thereto.
In addition, in the above embodiments, the stopper part and the block are adhesively connected by the adhesive members
including carbon, and the adhesive members are removed by an ashing process at an exchanging step. However, other
adhesive members that can be removed by another method, for example by means of a medicament, may be also used.

Claims

1. A pattern exchanging method of a transfer mask (10) for exposure,
the transfer mask (10) for exposure including a mask portion (11) having a plurality of cells (12), each of which an
opening of a predetermined pattern is formed in, wherein
the mask portion has one or more blocks (14), each of which contains one or more cells (12),
the mask portion (11) has one or more supporting parts (18) that supports the one or more blocks (14),
the mask portion (11) has one or more adhesive members (16) that adhesively connects the one or more blocks
(14) and the one or more supporting parts (18) and are capable of being removed at any time,
each of the supporting parts (18) contains a stopper part (15) that positions the corresponding block (14) via the
adhesive member (16), and a beam part (17) that supports the stopper part (15) and that protrudes under the
corresponding block (14), and the blocks (14) are arranged in such a manner that a circle surrounding all the blocks
has a minimum diameter,
the method comprising
a first step of removing an adhesive member (16) that connects a block (14) having a pattern to be exchanged, in
order to remove the block (14),
a second step of placing a new block on a beam part (17) of a supporting part (18) corresponding to the removed
block (14), after the first step, and
a third step of adhesively connecting the stopper part (15) of the supporting part (18) corresponding to the removed
block (14) and the new block (14) by means of an adhesive member (16), after the second step.

2. A manufacturing method of a transfer mask (10) for exposure,
the transfer mask (10) for exposure including a mask portion (11) having a plurality of cells (12), each of which an
opening of a predetermined pattern is formed in,
wherein
the mask portion (11) has one or more blocks (14), each of which contains one or more cells (12),
the mask portion (11) has one or more supporting parts (18) that supports the one or more blocks (14),
the mask portion (11) has one or more adhesive members (16) that adhesively connects the one or more blocks
(14) and the one or more supporting parts (18) characterized in that:

the adhesive members (16) are capable of being removed at any time, and each of the supporting parts (18)
contains a stopper part (15) that positions the corresponding block (14) via the adhesive member (16), and a
beam part (17) that supports the stopper part (15) and that protrudes under the corresponding block (14),
the method comprising
a first step of forming the plurality of cells (12) and the stopper parts (15) by a dry etching process,
a second step of forming the beam parts (17) by both a machining process and an etching process, after the
first step, and
a third step of connecting the blocks (14) and the stopper parts (15) by means of the adhesive members (16),
after the second step.

3. A method according to one of claims 1 or 2,
wherein
the blocks (14) are arranged in a polygon-like shape other than any quadrangle shape so that a circle surrounding
all the blocks (14) has a smaller diameter than when the blocks are arranged in a quadrangle shape.

4. A method according to one of claims 1 to 3, wherein
the plurality of cells (12) can be exchanged by every block (14).

5. A method according to one of the preceding claims, wherein
each of the blocks (14) contains a plurality of rectangular cells (12) that are arranged in a square shape.

6. A method according to one of the preceding claims, wherein
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the mask portion (10) mainly consists of silicon.

7. The pattern exchanging method of a transfer mask according to claim 1, wherein the transfer mask is manufactured
by a manufacturing method comprising:

a first step of forming the plurality of cells (12) and the stopper parts (15) by a dry etching process,
a second step of forming the beam parts (17) by both a machining process and an etching process, after the
first step, and
a third step of connecting the blocks (14) and the stopper parts (15) by means of the adhesive members (16),
after the second step.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Austauschen eines Musters einer Transfermaske (10) zur Belichtung, wobei die Transfermaske (10)
zur Belichtung einen Maskenabschnitt (11) umfasst, der eine Mehrzahl von Zellen (12) aufweist, in denen jeweils
eine Öffnung mit einem vorbestimmten Muster ausgebildet ist, wobei
der Maskenabschnitt einen oder mehrere Blöcke (14) umfasst, von denen jeder mindestens eine Zelle (12) enthält,
der Maskenabschnitt (11) mindestens ein Halteteil (18) hat, das den mindestens einen Block (14) hält,
wobei der Maskenabschnitt (11) mindestens ein Haftelement (16) umfasst, das den mindestens einen Block(14)
mit dem mindestens einen Halteteil (18) haftend verbindet und geeignet sind, jederzeit entfernt zu werden,
wobei ein jedes Halteteil (18) ein Stopperteil (15) enthält, das den zugehörigen Block (14) via das Haftelement (16)
positioniert, und ein Balkenteil (17), das den Stopperteil (15) trägt und unter den zugehörigen Block (14) vorsteht,
und wobei die Blöcke (14) so angeordnet sind, dass ein Kreis, der sämtliche Blöcke umgibt, einen minimalen
Durchmesser hat,
wobei das Verfahren Folgendes umfasst:

einen ersten Schritt, in dem ein Haftelement (16) entfernt wird, welches einen Block (14) verbindet, der ein
auszutauschendes Muster enthält, um den Block (14) zu entfernen,
einen zweiten Schritt, in dem nach dem ersten Schritt ein neuer Block auf das Balkenteil (17) eines Halteteils
(18), das dem entfernten Block (14) entspricht, platziert wird, und
einen dritten Schritt, in dem nach dem zweiten Schritt das Stopperteil (15) des Halteteils (18), welches dem
entfernten Block (14) entspricht, und der neue Block (14) mit Hilfe eines Haftelementes (16) haftend verbunden
werden.

2. Verfahren zur Herstellung einer Transfermaske (10) zur Belichtung,
wobei die Transfermaske (10) für Belichtung einen Maskenabschnitt (11) mit einer Mehrzahl von Zellen (12) umfasst,
in denen jeweils eine Öffnung mit einem vorbestimmten Muster ausgebildet ist, wobei
der Maskenabschnitt (11) einen oder mehrere Blöcke (14) umfasst, von denen ein jeder mindestens eine Zelle (12)
umfasst,
der Maskenabschnitt (11) mindestens ein Halteteil (18) hat, welches den mindestens einen Block (14) hält,
der Maskenabschnitt (11) mindestens ein Haftelement (16) hat, welches den mindestens einen Block (14) und das
mindestens eine Halteteil (18) haftend verbindet, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass:

die Haftelemente (16) in der Lage sind, jederzeit entfernt zu werden, und
ein jedes der Halteteile (18) ein Stopperteil (15) enthält, das den zugehörigen Block (14) via das Haftelement
(16) positioniert, und ein Balkenteil (17), das das Stopperteil (15) trägt und unter den zugehörigen Block (14)
vorsteht,

wobei das Verfahren Folgendes umfasst:

einen ersten Schritt, in dem die Mehrzahl von Zellen (12) und die Stopperteile (15) durch einen Trockenätzpro-
zess hergestellt werden,
einen zweiten Schritt, nach dem ersten Schritt, in dem die Balkenteile (17) sowohl durch einen Maschinenbe-
arbeitungsprozess als auch einen Ätzprozess ausgebildet werden, und
einen dritten Schritt, nach dem zweiten Schritt, in dem die Blöcke (14) und die Stopperteile (15) mithilfe der
Haftelemente (16) verbunden werden.
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3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, bei dem die Blöcke (14) in einer von einem Quadrat abweichenden Polygonenform
angeordnet sind, so dass ein Kreis, der sämtliche Blöcke (14) umgibt, einen geringeren Durchmesser hat als wenn
die Blöcke in Quadratform angeordnet wären.

4. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, bei dem
die Mehrzahl von Zellen (12) durch einen jeden Block (14) ausgewechselt werden können.

5. Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, bei dem ein jeder Block (14) eine Mehrzahl von rechteckigen
Zellen (12) enthält, die in einer rechteckigen Form angeordnet sind.

6. Verfahren nach einem der vorhergehenden Ansprüche, bei dem der Maskenabschnitt (10) überwiegend aus Silizium
besteht.

7. Muster-Austauschverfahren einer Transfermaske nach Anspruch 1, bei dem die Transfermaske durch ein Herstel-
lungsverfahren hergestellt wird, welches Folgendes umfasst:

einen ersten Schritt, in dem die Mehrzahl von Zellen (12) und die Stopperteile (15) durch einen Trockenätzpro-
zess hergestellt werden,
einen zweiten Schritt, nach dem ersten Schritt, in dem die Balkenteile (17) sowohl durch einen Maschinenbe-
arbeitungsprozess als auch einen Ätzprozess ausgebildet werden, und
einen dritten Schritt, nach dem zweiten Schritt, in dem die Blöcke (14) und die Stopperteile (15) mithilfe der
Haftelemente (16) verbunden werden.

Revendications

1. Procédé d’échange de motif d’un masque de transfert (10) pour une exposition ;
le masque de transfert (10) pour une exposition comprenant une partie de masque (11) qui présente une pluralité
de cellules (12), dans chacune desquelles est formée une ouverture d’un motif prédéterminé, dans lequel :

la partie de masque présente un ou plusieurs blocs (14), chacun d’eux contenant une ou plusieurs cellules (12) ;
la partie de masque (11) présente une ou plusieurs parties de support (18) qui supportent le ou les blocs (14) ;
la partie de masque (11) présente un ou plusieurs éléments adhésifs (16) qui relient de manière adhésive le
ou les blocs (14) et la ou les parties de support (18) et qui sont aptes à être retirés à tout moment ;
chacune des parties de support (18) contient une partie d’arrêt (15) qui positionne le bloc correspondant (14)
par l’intermédiaire de l’élément adhésif (16), et une partie de poutre (17) qui supporte la partie d’arrêt (15) et
qui fait saillie sous le bloc correspondant (14), et les blocs (14) sont agencés de telle façon qu’un cercle qui
entoure tous les blocs présente un diamètre minimum ;
le procédé comprenant :

une première étape qui consiste à retirer un élément adhésif (16) qui relie un bloc (14) qui présente un
motif à échanger, de façon à retirer le bloc (14) ;
une deuxième étape qui consiste à placer un nouveau bloc sur une partie de poutre (17) d’une partie de
support (18) qui correspond au bloc retiré (14), après la première étape ; et
une troisième étape qui consiste à relier de manière adhésive la partie d’arrêt (15) de la partie de support
(18) qui correspond au bloc retiré (14) et le nouveau bloc (14) au moyen d’un élément adhésif (16), après
la deuxième étape.

2. Procédé de fabrication d’un masque de transfert (10) pour une exposition ;
le masque de transfert (10) pour une exposition comprenant une partie de masque (11) qui présente une pluralité
de cellules (12), dans chacune desquelles est formée une ouverture d’un motif prédéterminé, dans lequel :

la partie de masque (11) présente un ou plusieurs blocs (14), chacun d’eux contenant une ou plusieurs cellules
(12) ;
la partie de masque (11) présente une ou plusieurs parties de support (18) qui supportent le ou les blocs (14) ;
la partie de masque (11) présente un ou plusieurs éléments adhésifs (16) qui relient de manière adhésive le
ou les blocs (14) et la ou les parties de support (18), caractérisé en ce que :
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les éléments adhésifs (16) sont aptes à être retirés à tout moment, et chacune des parties de support (18)
contient une partie d’arrêt (15) qui positionne le bloc correspondant (14) par l’intermédiaire de l’élément
adhésif (16), et une partie de poutre (17) qui supporte la partie d’arrêt (15) et qui fait saillie sous le bloc
correspondant (14) ;

le procédé comprenant :

une première étape qui consiste à former la pluralité de cellules (12) et les parties d’arrêt (15) au moyen
d’un procédé de gravure sèche ;
une deuxième étape qui consiste à former les parties de poutre (17) au moyen d’un procédé d’usinage et
d’un procédé de gravure, après la première étape ; et
une troisième étape qui consiste à relier les blocs (14) et les parties d’arrêt (15) au moyen des éléments
adhésifs (16), après la deuxième étape.

3. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 ou 2, dans lequel :

les blocs (14) sont agencés en une forme de polygone autre que toute forme de quadrilatère de telle sorte qu’un
cercle qui entoure tous les blocs (14) présente un diamètre plus petit que lorsque les blocs sont agencés en
une forme de quadrilatère.

4. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel :

la pluralité de cellules (12) peut être échangée par chaque bloc (14).

5. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel :

chacun des blocs (14) contient une pluralité de cellules rectangulaires (12) qui sont agencées en une forme
carrée.

6. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications précédentes, dans lequel :

la partie de masque (10) se compose principalement de silicium.

7. Procédé d’échange de motif d’un masque de transfert selon la revendication 1, dans lequel :

le masque de transfert est fabriqué selon un procédé de fabrication qui comprend :

une première étape qui consiste à former la pluralité de cellules (12) et les parties d’arrêt (15) au moyen
d’un procédé de gravure sèche ;
une deuxième étape qui consiste à former les parties de poutre (17) au moyen d’un procédé d’usinage et
d’un procédé de gravure, après la première étape ; et
une troisième étape qui consiste à relier les blocs (14) et les parties d’arrêt (15) au moyen des éléments
adhésifs (16), après la deuxième étape.
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